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Spotlight on a Trust Property
We all appreciate the beauty we see in Truro every day. Over the years, property owners have given some of this
beauty to the people of Truro by donating property to the Truro Conservation Trust for perpetual protection and
stewardship.
Two adjacent, magnificent donations were made by
George Dalsheimer (15.24 acres in 1995) and by the
Lillian Moriarity Trust (4.31 acres in 1993). These properties are contiguous to other previously acquired Trust
lands. Both properties make up a wonderful peninsula of
sand dunes and wetlands with indigenous shrubs, trees,
and ground covers, as well as being the home to numerous shorebirds. This 20 plus acre peninsula is surrounded on three sides by the western portion of Pamet
Harbor, by the south side of the Pamet Harbor Channel,
and by the town-owned beach on Cape Cod Bay. As
part of the Trust’s participation in Truro Treasures
Weekend, Brenda Boleyn gave a public nature tour of
these properties to the public this past year.
As part of its Stewardship Program, the Trust believes it
should make appropriate properties more accessible for
passive use by the citizens of Truro. A trail bisecting the
peninsula has been used by many nature lovers over the years. This year, the Trust has received permission from
the Truro Conservation Commission to place three non-impacting wooden benches on these properties so that visitors can sit and enjoy the peninsula’s special ambiance.
The first bench will overlook the Pamet Harbor Channel
where one can watch boat traffic and fast moving water as
the tides come and go. The second bench will sit on a little
knoll offering a grand view of Pamet Harbor, with the Corn
Hill area in the distance. The last bench will be in the center of the property surrounded by low pine shrubs where
one can feel enveloped and sheltered by the dunes. The
accompanying photo is taken from where this last bench
will be, looking north.

Dalsheimer Gift—Parcel 37

Moriarity Gift — Parcel 22

These benches will be in place within the next several
months. We hope the public and our members will enjoy
them. Access to the properties is off Great Hills Road.
There is no adjacent parking, but one can use the town
parking lot for Fisher Beach, and take the short walk down
Great Hills Road to the trailhead. The Great Hills Road
area is a private community. Please be respectful of the
property owners’ rights to quiet, privacy and no littering.

PROFILE

Howard Irwin - Trustee Emeritus
“Include a few scraps of meat and let the raccoons do
some of the needed turn-over work for you.”
That was Howard’s advice to this novice gardener’s complaints about my first, dismal compost pile after moving to
Truro (it works). I became an eager reader of his weekly,
15 year long, gardening column in The Banner. It was
full of practical advice that also frequently had a poetic
quality, especially when talking about the Outer Cape’s
native plants. Howard’s articles taught me that a blanket
of bearberry is not only more environmentally friendly
than a manicured lawn, but also much more dramatically
beautiful.
Howard’s community service, and that of his wife Anne,
to keeping Truro, Truro, would take more space to recount than several of these newsletters could provide.
They have lived here continuously since 1991, prior to
which Howard, as President of the New York Botanical
Garden, sojourned in places like the Amazon, doing research. He joined the Trust in 2003, and has been a valuable, botanical resource on Truro’s flora ever
since. Last year, he and Anne continued their commitment to Truro by putting a conservation restriction
on their wonderful property along the Pamet River off North Pamet Road, which has been in Anne’s family for over 80 years. The restriction protects the property from any further development in the future.
This year, in an effort to decrease his time commitments, Howard resigned from the Trust Board and
was elected to serve as a “Trustee Emeritus”. We look forward to his continuing advice and counsel in
this new role.
TRUST FINANCES

WHAT DOES IT COST TO OPERATE A CONSERVATION
TRUST?
Like any other for-profit or non-profit organization, the Truro Conservation Trust creates, and tries to
hold to, an Annual Budget that is developed by the Treasurer and approved by the Board of Trustees
each January. While all Trusts have many of the same line items in their budgets; the amount in each
line item differs based on the size of the Trust. Unlike larger Trusts, the Truro Conservation Trust does
not have a salary line item since we have no employees and the Trustees are all unpaid volunteers. The
budget is purely an operations budget that does not include expenses paid out of the Stewardship Fund
and the Endowment Fund. The Stewardship Fund was started two years ago to cover expenses associated with the maintenance and protection of properties under the ownership or control of the Trust. Such
expenses include, but are not limited to, property maintenance (i.e., trail clearing, site cleanup) and legal
fees associated with protecting the integrity of our properties. The Charles Davidson Endowment Fund
is reserved for the purchase of land or to deal with unforeseen emergencies. We try to grow both of
these Funds each year.
Our operations expenses run about $40,000 per year. We must insure our holdings and our Trustees by
purchasing damage and liability insurance. Since we are a non-profit organization, we must hire an auditor to audit and report on our financial status each year; this report is filed with our tax returns. In order
to keep our financial books in order throughout the year and for the audit, we have a contracted parttime bookkeeper.
[more]

One of our largest budget items is for specialized assistance from the Cape Cod Compact of Conservation Trusts. All Cape Trusts are members of the Compact, which supplies staff expertise in the technical
and legal aspects of managing a Trust. The primary area in which they provide assistance is in the development and filing of documents associated with the acquisition of land or the acceptance of a conservation restriction, including purchase and restriction agreements and filing the new titles with the Barnstable County Registrar of Deeds. Our Newsletter and Annual Members’ Meeting are expenses that
help to keep you informed of our activities. We maintain a legal line item that fluctuates quite dramatically each year depending on what legal situations arise. Finally we have the normal office costs of running the Trust such as stamps, stationary, telephone, photocopying, supplies, website maintenance, and
bank fees.
Our Trustees are frugal and conservative with the money that you send us each year to sustain your
Trust. We appreciate your ongoing financial support and hope that this article has made you more aware
of our expenses.

IN MEMORY OF...

GAIL WHEELER BREWSTER
Gail Wheeler Brewster’s family history dates back to the Wheeler family’s arrival in the New World
around 1630. One component of her family’s history in Truro is that she is a descendant of John
Wheeler, the master of Cincinnatus, one of the seven Truro fishing vessels lost in the infamous “October
Gale” of 1841.
Her personal Truro history, however, spans almost 50 years, starting with the early 1960s when she first
accompanied her parents on what was to be many years of Cape Cod family vacations. These early
years formed the basis for her enduring and endearing love of Truro.
She and her husband, Bill Brewster (a descendant of Elder William
Brewster, who landed on our shores on the Mayflower), built a home at
174 Old County Road in 1985. During all the years since then she and
her family traveled to Truro, from their primary residence in Orinda, California, mostly for June and September family vacations.
On July 4th, of this year, Gail succumbed to her battle with cancer at the
age of 62. Bill tells us that Gail enjoyed walking the natural beauty of
Truro – “She most enjoyed the light of Ryder and Ballston beaches and
the woods surrounding them”. Gail was grateful for the establishment of
the National Seashore and the efforts of the Truro Conservation Trust to
help protect the rural nature of Truro. To that end, her family (Bill, two
sons, and two grandchildren) asked all those who loved Gail to contribute, in lieu of other considerations, to the Trust and to cancer research.
The result of that family request was a total of $6,400 in contributions to
the Trust from 38 friends and family. Bill has also offered to contribute
the cost of a bench to be placed on an appropriate Trust property in
memory of Gail.
The Trust has deposited these funds into its Stewardship Fund as a lasting memory of Gail and her love
of Truro. The Stewardship Fund is used to protect and maintain the 300+ acres currently owned and
conserved by the Trust. We will miss Gail in Truro and hope that this article will encourage you to think
of her as well.

AWARD

Trust Honored by APCC
At its fortieth anniversary celebration in Hyannis on October
2, 2008, the Association to Preserve Cape Cod (APCC)
chose 40 individuals and organizations to honor as
“Environmental Champions” . Nominations were solicited
from all over Cape Cod. Nominees must have made outstanding contributions to protecting the Cape’s environment.
The Truro Conservation Trust was chosen for acquiring and
protecting over 300 acres of land outside the National Seashore, and was specifically cited for its role in assisting the
Town in the acquisition and preservation of Poor’s Hill.
Betsey Brown, a founding member of the TCT, was chosen
by the Association and the Trust to accept the award, the text
of which is shown to the right.

The Truro Conservation Trust
Preserving Truro for Generations to Come
The trustees:
John Marksbury, chair,
Fred Gaechter, vice-chair and treasurer,
Robert Bednarek, secretary and clerk
Betsey Brown, Carol Green,
Larry Lown, Joel Searcy,
Phil Smith, Bill Worthington
To learn more about the work and workings of the TCT,
visit at our website, www.truroconservationtrust.org
Or contact us by phone, at 508-487-1190.

SPECIAL PROJECT

Scenes of Truro - On Line
The Trust has decided to create a special photo gallery on our website (www.truroconservationtrust.org
to showcase photographs that represent the beauty of Truro. Our intent is to provide visual examples of
why we strive to conserve, maintain, and protect open space in our Town. The color insert to this Newsletter is an example of some of the photographs that will be on the site. These are photographs taken
by one of our Trustees and local photographer, Fred Gaechter.
We encourage everyone in Truro to contribute photographs to the website. If you email them to
joel.searcy@comcast.net we will add them to the gallery. If you have a favorite shot that you don’t have
in digital form, send us a print and we will scan it and return both the print and a CD with the digitized
photo. We hope that you enjoy the pictures, whether as a means of introducing friends unfamiliar with
the outer Cape to a place you love, or as a reminder of Truro while you are away from Town.

THE TRURO CONSERVATION TRUST

Preserving Truro for Generations to Come

A Letter from the Chair
Dear Member,
We give thanks to you and your fellow members of the Truro Conservation Trust (TCT) for your
generous support. You now number more than 600 strong.
As we complete our 27th year of efforts to protect the wild lands and special spaces of Truro, we can
look back on another year of achievement. While our acquisition activity has slowed somewhat in
recent months, we take pride in knowing that TCT now owns 83 properties totaling 271 acres and
stewards eight conservation restrictions totaling 29 acres. These properties include wooded upland,
heathlands, fields, kettle ponds, marsh and bay beaches, all features that define our beloved Truro
landscape. They shelter a diverse array of habitats for plants and animals, many of which are rare or
endangered.
We are especially pleased that our stewardship mission continues to expand, thanks to the establishment of the 25th Anniversary Land Stewardship Fund. Three of our crown jewel holdings—the Dalsheimer property as well as the so-called “Oriental Carpet” on Ryder Beach Road and nearby Goldstein properties in South Truro will soon have benches from which to take in the views. Tree and
trail clearing will enhance enjoyment of the Keezer Reservation. Signs and maps will follow in the
near future.
Perhaps most importantly, the Board recently added another five Trust properties to the overlay protection offered by The Compact of Cape Cod Conservation Trusts. This legally binding arrangement allows TCT to guarantee permanent protection of Trust lands and removes any possibility of
their development or alteration of conservation values, now or anytime in the future.
These are difficult times. We earnestly hope you will be able to keep TCT as one of your charitable
priorities as we approach year end. We depend upon your support to keep TCT strong and effective
in its continuing work to protect Truro’s unique character.
Best wishes for the holiday season.
Yours,
John C. Marksbury
Chair

P.O. Box 327, North Truro, MA. 02652.

508-487-1190

www.truroconservationtrust.org

Truro Conservation Trust
P. O. Box 327
North Truro, MA 02652
Name: ____________________________________
Address: __________________________________
City/State/Zip: ______________________________
Phone:____________________________________
Email: ____________________________________
Summer Mailing Address
(if different):_________________________

[ ] My check for $_________(payable to the Truro Conservation Trust) is enclosed.
[ ] I pledge a contribution of $________________ to the Truro Conservation Trust, to be paid by
_____________, 2009.
Enclosed is my first payment of $__________.
Please also contact me with more information about how to:
[ ] Volunteer with TCT
[ ] Donate land
[ ] Protect my land with a conservation restriction
Gifts to the Truro Conservation Trust are tax deductible to the full extent of the law.
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